
00:37:54 vincent wang: it is called pips 

00:50:57 Jennifer Seiden: Beautiful Work! 

00:51:52 Ibrahim Koné: Brilliant! Thank you for sharing Pouyan 

00:52:33 Vito Mijal-PAsa: for sure brilliant buddy 

00:52:51 Danica Cordell-Reeh: amazing visual summary 

00:52:55 Rita Perea: Wow! Great information, Pouyon! 

00:53:15 shanna forlano: very impressive - thank you for sharing ! 

00:53:17 vincent wang: great works 

00:53:31 Ali Alvarado Atias: ty 

01:13:35 Ray Merriman: That is correct Ibrahim. Possibly Ethererum forming its half-primary 

cycle low this week. 

01:48:07 Merriman Market Analyst: H: 36,679 L: 29,856 C: 36,338 

01:49:03 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: 32,926.43 

01:50:18 Merriman Market Analyst: 34291 

01:50:42 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: 31,903 

01:54:46 Ibrahim Koné: Ray you mentioned Gold and Silver presenting some divergence as well 

could you elaborate on that 

01:55:00 vincent wang: rumours is that jap govt is buying US treasury 

01:55:53 Ibrahim Koné: I think JPY is top 3 or 5 currency in the world 

01:57:37 Ibrahim Koné: CHF is still pegged to EUR 

01:58:22 vincent wang: USD started to weaken from 1976-1980 even when paul Volker raised 

rate to 16%, usd reversed even when there was a democrat, president jimmy carter 

01:59:14 Eleonore Charrez: CHF is not pegged to EUR 

01:59:25 Eleonore Charrez: It never really was pegged… 

01:59:33 vincent wang: yeah, it broke 

01:59:46 Eleonore Charrez: but to avoid the CHF strength, the swiss central bank buys EUR… 

01:59:50 Eleonore Charrez: and other currencies 

02:01:36 vincent wang: can look at usd index from 1976-1980? 

02:02:02 vincent wang: I can show it 



02:03:32 Eleonore Charrez: long term charts : https://www.macrotrends.net/1319/dow-

jones-100-year-historical-chart 

02:08:59 Eleonore Charrez: The contrary happened to hungariens who had taken up EUR 

debt and had to pay back EUR with a depreciating hungarian currency 

02:09:14 Eleonore Charrez: back in the late 90s I think 

02:09:39 Vito Mijal-PAsa: Charts are charts but fundamentally we have additional dimensions 

these days, different demographics in different societies, broken supply chains , quite a different degree 

WAR which is threatening world wide hunger, so my take is ,in some sense, things in market movements  

may not make the usual common sense etc etc… 

02:09:50 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Could one chart inflation. Saw a chart on Us year/year inflation 

which seemed to have a cycle of 29 year 1918 c to 1947C with bottoms in 1922 and 1932 then 33 years 

1947c to 1980c with bottoms in 1949 then 27 years 1980c to 2007 with bottom in 1986 

02:11:12 Wyatt Fellows: didn't silver and gold have divergence at the may lows? 

02:11:18 Wyatt Fellows: on a weekly scale 

02:13:35 Eleonore Charrez: https://www.macrotrends.net/2584/5-year-5-year-forward-

inflation-rate-chart 

02:13:44 Eleonore Charrez: https://www.macrotrends.net/2497/historical-inflation-rate-by-

year 

02:13:54 Eleonore Charrez: inflation, past and future expected 

02:14:11 Eleonore Charrez: macrotrends has a whole bunch of very long term charts 

02:15:27 vincent wang: thanks 

02:15:36 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Thank you!! 

02:15:47 Ali Alvarado Atias: TY All,Good Afternoon! 

02:15:50 Rita Perea: Thanks!!! 

02:16:02 vincent wang: bye 


